
The green face of mining *

With a number Q/'new mines at thefeasibility stage and beyond and with several pellet
capadty expansions well underway to reduce sintering activity, Alex Broad looks at the

impact Q/'worldwide environmental legislation on the iron ore industry.

'Environmental impact assessment' has become something of a
buzz term in the metals and mining industry over the last few
years and is sure to be an integral part of any green or brown-
field project worldwide by the turn of the century, if it is not
already.

Given the number of iron ore projects springing up, most
notably in deposit-blessed Australia, it is not surprising that
the subject of environmental approval has been raising its
green head. At the very least the process can slow down a new
mine project, or at worst have it deemed unfeasible but in
general a government is unlikely to put up unnecessary barriers
to a project with the beneficial financial implications of an iron
ore deposit.

The world's fourth largest iron ore producer, Australia,
today provides around one third of the world's seaborne trade
in iron ore and produced a record 124m tonnes in 1994 (which
compares to 229m tonnes produced by China followed by
Brazil's 150m tonnes, Russia with 73m tonnes, India with 62m
tonnes, the USA with 57m tonnes and Canada with 35m
tonnes) and has been the location for much mine development
over the last two or three decades.

The country has around 190m tonnes of 'latent' iron ore
mining capacity which, according to Australian consultant
David Archibald, could be brought on stream at minimal capital
cost. He states that the world market share of seaborne iron ore
trade held by Australia and Brazil has risen by about 20% in
the last decade, a figure likely to rise further with the develop-
ment and expansion of low-cost orebodies in those countries.

Current iron ore activity is centred around the development
of ore deposits in Western Australia where environmental
approvals are handled under the Western Australian Environ-
mental Protection Act of 1986. If a decision is required by a
government minister such projects are also subject to the
Federal Environmental Assessment (Impact of Proposals) Act.

According to one industry source the process has been
slowed down somewhat owing to a shortage of staff at the WA
Department of Environmental Protection and the sheer quantity
of general resource projects awaiting approval.

BHP has obtained environmental and all other statutory
approvals to increase production at its Yandi Mine in Marillana
Creek by 50% to 15m tpy. Construction began at the end oflast
year and expenditure is due to total around A$20m and employ
50 people for the construction phase with total mine employee
levels rising to 130 when the project is complete. In April last
year BHP also obtained environmental approval from the state
of Western Australia to expand its Jimblebar operations from 3m
to 8m tpy and the expansion began towards the end oflast year.

Hamersley Iron Pty completed construction of a $68m fines
processing plant at Paraburdoo last year. The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)-an agency of the Australian Federal
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Environmental Department-determined that the plant and
associated tailings structure did not warrant a formal assess-
ment given the company's proposed management programme,
according to Jim Stoddart, manager environmental affairs at
Hamersley. Instead, informal advice was given by the WA
Department of Environmental Protection. Capable of upgrading
13m tonnes of fine ore, the plant will remove ultrafines
«0.01mm) from the ore sourced from Hamersley's Paraburdoo
and Channar mining operations which will result in lower
alumina and phosphorous levels.

Native rights

But it is not only environmental investigations that can lead to
a delay in or reappraisal of a mining project. Aboriginal rights
negotiations often take much longer than environmental
assessments and can have a profound effect on the outcome of
a project.

Problems of native title delayed the start-up of Hamersley's
Marandoo mine-an area of the park covering mining lease was
excised by the WA Parliament on the understanding that it will
eventually be rehabilitated, according to Stoddart. He confirms
that assessment for Hamersley's proposed mine at
Yandicoogina, known as Yandera, requires Consultative
Environmental Review by the EPA, and this is likely to take
around six months.

In the case of the Hope Downs iron ore deposits in the
Pilbara region of Western Australia, a preliminary study by
Hancock Prospecting of Perth highlighted areas for detailed
investigation such as those where there would be major
environmental impact from the proposed development and
other areas of major conservation value or ecological
sensitivity.

The main environmental survey was done in two phases in
August 1993 and April 1994 to document the existing biota
and outline the main ecological units in the area.

Because of the location of the orebody, Aboriginal studies
were undertaken over a four year period incorporating detailed
archaeological and ethnological field work, particularly at Hope
North and South. The appropriate Aboriginal people acted as
consultants for the study area but no aboriginal sites fall within
the mining areas and thus they are unlikely to prevent mine
development according to Richard JupP, prospect manager at
Hancock Prospecting.

Environmental regulation in Brazil is governed by the
provisions of federal and state legislation. Under a 1989 decree
new mining operations are subject to the approval of an
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exporter of iron ore,
Minera~oes Brasileiras
Reunidas (MBR) has two
new mining projects in the
pipeline to replace the output
from two existing mines in
Aguas Claras and Mutuca. If
the mines- Tamandua
Complex and Capao Xavier-
are approved, production
should begin in September
1996 and March 1997
respectively.

According to Oscar
Tessaria, development
manager at MBR, the
environmental impact study
was due to be completed last
month, the preliminary
permit is expected to be
issued in April and if the
predicted time scale is
unruffled, the installation
permit should be granted in
July this year. There will be a
public hearing on the mine,
but Tessaria seems to be
justifiably confident about
this. 'In a community
referendum held recently
175 out of 178 people were
favourable to the project,'
he says.

The Capao Xavier mine,
which received approval
from the National Depart-
ment of Mineral Production
in mid-1989, is taking
somewhat longer than its
sister operation to achieve
'green' clearance due to
concern over the water table.
A hydrogeological study has
been undertaken by Spanish

company Frasa and if the water supply company Copasa gives
final approval towards the end of this year, environmental
licences should be obtained by mid-1977.

In the USA, Minnesota, Ohio and Michigan are the only
states with iron ore mining activities and while the Clean Air
Act and the Toxic Substances Control Act, for example, have
implications for the sector it is state legislation which is
currently of more concern to the mine operators.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is currently
assessing the possibility of a national mining strategy but the
iron ore mining industry is not in favour of this, preferring
instead a state approach to such issues, according to Philip
Brick, chairman of the American Iron Ore Assn's environment
committee.

'Those things Uegislation] cost money but they are the type
of things that are necessary for us to be good citizens,' Brick
comments. He adds that one major worry of the iron ore sector

environmental impact report-which must include a
programme for the rehabilitation of areas which will be
degraded with provisions for reforestation-before permits can
be granted (see table). At the end of the mine's life, under
article 255 of the 1988 Brazilian constitution, a company is
obliged to reclaim mined areas in order to restore habitat to its
original state.

Brazil's largest iron ore producer, CVRD,is the subject of
what will be Brazil's biggest privatization and environmental
responsibilities have been one of the many issues raised by the
group's sale. Back in 1992, CVRDintroduced its environmental
management programme based around a complete auditing
system. According to Mauricio Reis, sustainable development
general manager, mine site investments to ensure legal
compliance can amount to between 10% and 25% of the total
operational investments.

Meanwhile, the country's second largest producer and
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and indeed the mining companies in general is that in the
EPA's draft documentation of the proposed national mining
strategy there was no mention of existing state legislation and
how or whether it would be incorporated into new documen-
tation. The EPA was not available for comment as MBMwent
to press as a delay in the government's budget proposal at the
end of 1995 meant that the Agency had to close indefinitely.

In eastern Europe over the past year the activities of the
largest Russian iron ore mining company, Lebedinsky GOK,
have affected some 4,100 hectares ofland, but according to
deputy technical director for environment protection, Alexej
Babets, 4,900 hectares have been reclaimed. The company
claims not to drain any polluted water into nearby open
reservoirs and says 98.8% of the water consumed in 1995
(716m cu metres) was recycled. 'Such results are achieved due
to the creation of a system for recycled water supply in both
dressing and mining activities', Babets says. Environment tax
at Lebedinsky is said to be 67% of the Russian norm for
pollution and wastes.

Eastern promise

The tender for the feasibility study for Vietnam's largest iron
orebody, Thache Khe, should be secured this month once funds
provided by the German government totalling US$4.3m have
been officially released. The remaining funding for the
feasibility study will be provided by Krupp Fordertechnik
($857,000) and South African mining group Gencor ($1. 7m).
Or Kurt Weisner, who is heading the project for Krupp
confirmed that it was likely to go to Rheinbraun Engineering
and Water, the company which carried out the de-watering
study last year. Experts were called in at that time because
much of the orebody lies under a river which would need to be
diverted before mining could begin. Additionally, flooding is a
major concern owing to proximity to the sea and the fact that
the orebody is below sea level.

The environmental and social implications will form an
integral part of the feasibility study which is not expected to be
completed before mid-1997. An environmental study has to
take place over at least one year to ensure that all seasonal
changes have been considered and Vietnam is renowned for its
monsoon season. 'One thing is clear. The mine is not going to
destroy any agricultural land because it is in uninhabited
desert. It will have very little impact on the nearby community,
except to create jobs,' Weiser says. The mine, located lOkm
from the capital of the province Ha Tinh, is expected to
generate over 2,000 jobs.

Elsewhere in South Asia, RTZ formed a joint venture with
Orissa Mining Corp last year to investigate a potential new iron
ore mine in eastern India. Towards the end of 1995 the terms
of reference for the feasibility study were still being finalized
and an announcement about the consultancy chosen to carry it
out is expected early this year. 'In India, environmental impact
assessment is a well formed practice. For the Orissa projects we
will work within our own corporate policy and within the local
regulatory requirements which are no less rigorous than they
are elsewhere in the world,' Alan Emery, head of health, safety
and environmental services at TRZ explains.

Prakash Nadkarni, deputy general manager of mining and
exports at Indian iron ore producer V S Dempo and Co in Goa,
claims that the standard of environmental protection in and
around the mines in Goa is far superior to that of other Indian
iron ore mines even though legislation (see table) is the same
throughout the country. 'During the Portuguese colonial regime
most of the mining engineers were highly qualified people from
Europe. Since the independence of Goa, the most up-to-date
mining techniques have been used,' says Nadkarni who
confirms that operations have been affected by legislation and
that it takes 'a long time' for clearance to be given for the start-
up of an operation. .
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